Abstract is paper presents FaceDate, a novel mobile app that matches persons based on their facial looks. Each FaceDate user uploads their pro le face photo and trains the app with photos of faces they like. Upon user request, FaceDate detects other users located in the proximity of the requester and performs face matching in real-time. If a mutual match is found, the two users are noti ed and given the option to start communicating. FaceDate is implemented over our Moitree middleware for mobile distributed computing assisted by the cloud. e app is designed to scale with the number of users, as face recognition is done in parallel at di erent users. FaceDate can be con gured for (i) higher performance, in which case the face recognition is done in the cloud or (ii) higher privacy, in which case the face recognition is done on the mobiles. e experimental results with Android-based phones demonstrate that FaceDate achieves promising performance.
Introduction
Alice and Bob are si ing in nearby restaurants, and they do not know each other. Alice's favorite actor is Tom Cruise and would love to meet someone who looks like him. Bob, on the other hand, is keen on meeting someone like Shakira, and Alice resembles her. Bob also has facial similarity with Tom Cruise, and Alice might be interested in him. However, it is likely that they will never get a chance to meet. e outcome could be di erent if there was an app that could learn their face preferences and match them in real-time based on these preferences.
To the best of our knowledge, no current application can automatically solve this situation and suggest a location-based, mutual match in real-time to the two users. Many matching apps developed in the last decade [10, 16] use text-based pro les, which do not consider the face preferences of the users. Tinder [7] , a newer and very successful app, provides options to lter out the results based on age-group, gender, and geographical proximity. In addition, it shows the photos of the matched users. However, it asks the user to decide if s/he likes the suggestions or not.
is may be time consuming and, also, it does not ensure that the match is mutual. e work in [2] could be seen as an extension of Tinder, as the app trains on the user's photo choices over time. However, there is a high probability that the users will stop using the app if it does not provide any good recommendation in the initial stages. Also, showing user photos in situations where there is no mutual match could be considered a privacy problem.
is paper presents FaceDate, a mobile, location-based app that matches people based on their face preferences in real-time. e rst novelty of FaceDate is that the users can train/re-train the app with photos of faces they like, and then the app can immediately provide good matches based on a face recognition algorithm. Unlike existing apps, FaceDate does not need potentially long time to learn the user preferences from the app usage. e second novelty of our app is that it can independently make a decision if two users satisfy each other's facial preferences and instantly inform them.
FaceDate does not require manual input from the users during the match process. e third novelty is that, from a privacy point of view, FaceDate shares photos between users only if they mutually match. erefore, user faces are not shown to people they do not like; thus, users can avoid potentially unpleasant interactions.
While our current design performs just face matching, FaceDate could be extended to use both face matching and traditional textbased pro le matching.
We implemented a prototype of FaceDate on top of our Moitree [12] middleware for mobile distributed apps assited by the cloud. Moitree simpli es app development and provides cloud support for communication and computation o oading. In FaceDate, the users may choose to perform face recognition in the cloud for faster response time. If they have privacy concerns, they may choose to execute this operation on the mobile devices. In addition, Moitree provides support for dynamic group management, which allows FaceDate to adapt to users moving in and out of each other's proximity. For face recognition, FaceDate uses the Local Binary Pa erns Histogram (LBPH) algorithm [11] .
Experimental results over Android-based phones and Androidbased virtual machines in the cloud demonstrate that FaceDate can provide good matches in a few seconds even when several users are searching for matches simultaneously in the same area. FaceDate scales with the number of users because the rst phase of the face matching process, which involves potentially many users, is done in parallel at these users.
is phase results in only a few good matches, and therefore, the sequential processing of the matches in the second phase (i.e., ensuring a mutual match) is bound by this low number of matches. e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of FaceDate, followed by a brief description of Moitree, its supporting middleware, in Section 3. Section 4 presents FaceDate's design and implementation. Section 5 shows experimental results. Section 6 discusses related work, and the paper concludes in Section 7.
FaceDate Overview
e screenshots in Figure 1 show the steps taken by a FaceDate user to nd a match. Figure 1a shows the "Pro le Setup" screen.
e user uploads a pro le photo and provide basic information such as date of birth, gender, and a brief write-up about herself. Figure 1b shows the "Face Preference Setup" screen, where the user provides a set of preference photos. FaceDate will train itself automatically to perform matches on these photos. e "Search for Matches" screen, shown in Figure 1c , allows the user to start a search. FaceDate has a timeout (currently set to 5 seconds) to nd a match; if a match request does not yield any result within this period, a "No Match Found" noti cation is displayed. If FaceDate is successful, the results are shown in the "Results" screen ( Figure 1d) . e user can then simply touch the photo, and the "Chat with Match" screen ( Figure 1e ) will appear. Figure 2 provides an overview of the operation of FaceDate: the erier starts the "Search" for a match; the two other users, Neighbor 1 and Neighbor 2, are in the neighborhood and participate in the search. e training of the app for each user happens before the search. When the search is activated, the erier's device sends her pro le photo to all FaceDate users in the neighborhood. e receiving devices execute a face recognition algorithm to try and match the received pro le photo with their set of preference photos. In the gure, the erier's pro le photo matches only the preference photos of Neighbor 1. us, Neighbor 1 will respond with its pro le photo, and the erier will run the same face recognition algorithm on the response photo with respect to its preference photos. e pro le photo of Neighbor 1 matches the preference photos of the erier. Since it is a mutual match, FaceDate declares success and displays the pro le photo of Neighbor 1 on the erier's screen. e erier then initiates a chat session with Neighbor 1. While FaceDate has been designed to perform matching based only on facial features, it is straightforward to extend the app to work in conjunction with traditional text-based pro le matching.
e users could for example set a con guration parameter to choose between the two alternative matching processes.
Our implementation of FaceDate uses the Moitree [12] middleware that facilitates the execution of collaborative apps within groups of mobile users. Moitree has the following key features: ese features are ideal for FaceDate since it is a collaborative location-based app and requires groups to be dynamically formed based on user location. e next section gives an overview of Moitree.
Moitree Overview
Avatar [8] is a mobile distributed platform which pairs each mobile device with a virtual machine (avatar) in the cloud.
is setup supplements the limited resources available on the mobile with virtually unlimited resources in the cloud. However, it complicates the programming/execution of distributed apps, as they have to work over sets of mobile/avatar pairs.
Moitree is a middleware for the Avatar platform that facilitates the execution of collaborative apps within groups of mobile users. Each group is represented by a collection of mobile-avatar pairs. Groups can be context-aware, and Moitree takes care of their dynamic membership. For example, the group creation criteria can be based on location, time, and social ties. Figure 3 shows a simple architectural view of Moitree. e middleware hides the low level details of the platform from programmers, and it provides a uni ed view of the mobile-avatar pairs by taking care of data synchronization, input abstraction, and computation and communication o oading. Moitree has APIs for managing groups and for abstract communication channels. All Moitree APIs are event-driven and callback-based. Moitree o oads user-to-user data communication to the cloud in order to save wireless bandwidth and improve latency. Its communication API provides four types of channels: Sca erGather, AnyCast, BroadCast, Point2Point to exchange data among group members. Figure 4 shows the architecture of FaceDate. e Search Manager distributes the search requests from the user looking for a match to other users (i.e., to their FaceDate instances); it is also responsible for handling search requests from other users and delivering responses. e Trainer trains the app with preference photos of the user to facilitate face matching. e training results and the photos are stored in the Photo Database. e Match Manager matches photos by testing the similarity between the pro le photos included in requests and the preference photos in the Photo Database. e Search Manager calls Moitree API functions to establish user groups for face matching and to enable communication among FaceDate instances at di erent user devices. Similarly, the Chat Manager uses the Moitree API for user-to-user communciation.
e pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 shows the work ow of matching in FaceDate, which consists of three major steps: (i) Location Updates, (ii) Pro le and Preferences Setup, and (iii) Searching.
Location Updates
FaceDate needs to create location-based groups. us, it periodically updates the current location of the user by invoking the Google Location Services API [3] and noti es Moitree about location changes. e location is updated by a background thread initiated when the app is started (line 1 of Algorithm 1).
Pro le and Preferences Setup
Before any search request can be handled, the user needs to setup her pro le and add photos of her face preferences (lines 2 and 3). e app trains itself on the preference photos using the LBPH [4] , which is a wrapper to the OpenCV library [9] .
FaceDate seeks similar looking faces rather than exact matches, within a user-speci ed threshold. To increase search accuracy, we have used three di erent se ings of the LBPH algorithm: (1, 8, 8, 8, 60) , (1, 9, 8, 8, 60 ) and (1, 8, 8, 8, 70) . Each se ing is a combination of radius, neighbors, grid x, grid y, and the threshold respectively. 1 We have also used a voting mechanism to reduce false positive results. For the same photo, if the results of at least two se ings match, it is considered to match the preference photos.
Searching
In this step, FaceDate rst calls the createGroup() method of Moitree to identify a group of users who are close to the geographical position of the querier. e search will be performed within the group. e invocation returns a "group" object in its callback method, as shown in line 4. Each member of the group (the querier and the participants) receives a group object as illustrated in lines 7 and 10. e callback methods dealing with the communication among the group members are setup earlier, as shown in line 5. e most important callback function handles query requests and responses, 1 LBPH is a widely used algorithm for face matching, which is beyond the scope of this paper. Readers can access external sources for the algorithm and its se ings. Group group = createGroup(RADIUS) 8: group.distribute(querierProfilePicture) 9: else if participant == true then 10: Group group = joinGroup() Moitree pushes the group object 11: getPersistentData() 12 and it is de ned in lines 13-32. For a participant, the receipt of the group object also triggers the getPersistentData() function of Moitree (line 11) to retrieve any available persistent data from the group; if any data is received as a response, the app can process these data to check for a match.
Line 8 of Algorithm 1 describes how the querier uses the group object to forward the pro le photo of the user to the other members of the group through the Sca er-Gather channel of Moitree. On receiving the pro le photo, the participants run the face recognition algorithm to nd a match as shown in lines [15] [16] . is process is the same for the participants in the group, no ma er whether they joined the group from the beginning or at a later stage. Let us note that Moitree seamlessly manages dynamic group joins and leaves.
If a match is found, the participant responds with its own pro le photo using the same channel. Otherwise, it discards the message.
is logic is shown in lines 17-21. e querier processes the response by running the face recognition algorithm to nd a match with its own preference images. If a match is found on the querier's side as well, the pro le photo in the response is then displayed to the querier as a "Match". Lines 22-31 cover the matching at the querier's side. e querier can select the photo displayed on the screen to start cha ing with the other user (line 27). At this point, the "Chat Manager" is initialized to enable the chat through a Point2Point channel in Moitree.
Experimental Evaluation
is section evaluates the performance of the FaceDate prototype. e goals of the evaluation were to measure the time to train a dataset of preference photos, the time to match a photo against a trained dataset, and the end-to-end latency to perform matches.
We performed the experiments using multiple smart phones with di erent con gurations: two Nexus 5, two Moto X, one Moto G3, and one Nexus 6. Each phone is paired with an avatar in an OpenStack-based cloud. e avatars are instantiated as Android 6.0 x86 VMs, con gured with 4 virtual CPUs and 3GB memory. e Moitree group-related services are running on a Linux-based server in the cloud. e smart phones communicate with the avatars over the Internet, using WiFi.
FaceDate has two main phases:
• Training: is phase includes reading the preference photos, detecting and cropping faces, and training the LBPH recognizer for face recognition. e training phase is executed by all devices that run the FaceDate app.
• Matching: is phase includes sending the querier's pro le photo, detecting and cropping the face from the pro le photo received at participating devices, and performing face recognition using the LBPH recognizer.
We evaluated the performance of FaceDate when training and matching is done: (i) on the mobile devices, and (ii) at the avatar VMs.
e rst case corresponds to a se ing in which users are concerned with privacy and store their pro le photo and preference photos on their mobiles. e second case corresponds to a se ing in which low latency is more important for users than privacy. Figure 5 (a) presents the total training time for each smart phone and the avatar as a function of an increasing training dataset. We varied the number of preference photos in the training dataset between 10 and 100. We used photos from several public datasets, and each photo was of a di erent individual. As expected, the training time on the avatar is substantially lower that the training times on the phones. We also observe signi cant di erences between the smart phones, with the newer ones performing be er. For all the phones and the avatar, the training time does not increase signi cantly up until 50 preference photos, but we notice a signi cant increase between 50 and 75 photos. We believe this is the result of Android's heap memory management mechanism used in the ART runtime: the increase in dataset size between 50 and 75 photos cause the ART VM to suddenly enlarge the heap to allocate more memory. Figure 5 (b) presents the matching time for each smart phone and the avatar as a function of an increasing training dataset. As we increase the number of preference photos, the increase in matching time is substantially less steep than the increase in training time. When matching is performed on the avatar, the matching time remains almost constant. From the results, we can also see that there are some uctuations in the matching time with the increase in the number of preference photos. We speculate that it is caused by the hardware and/or so ware optimization of the mobile devices rather than the matching operation.
Performance of Training Phase

Performance of Matching Phase
e conclusion of these two experiments is that both phases should be performed at the avatars to achieve lower latency, if the users are not concerned about privacy. is alternative also saves energy on phones.
End-to-End Latency
In the following experiments, we measured the end-to-end latency for the FaceDate app. First, we used one querier and an increasing number of potential matching participants. e end-to-end latency is measured from the moment the querier starts the search until the querier nishes processing the received results. We con gured this experiment such that, if there are n potential matching participants, all of them will return a match. e matching was performed on the phones to test the worst case scenario.
We used a Moto X phone as the querier and varied the number of participant phones. Figure 5(c) shows that the end-to-end latency increases almost linearly with the number of participants. On the other hand, the e ect of increasing the number of preference photos is small. Several factors contribute to the increase in the end-to-end delay: (a) the slow response time on lower-end devices (such as the Moto G3 and Moto Nexus 5), and (b) the increasing number of matching operations on the querier device.
e next experiment investigated a more practical scenario where only one of the participants (among 5) will have a positive match result. is is to simulate a 20% positive match scenario, which is more re ective of FaceDate's performance in terms of reallife situations. Figure 5(d) shows that FaceDate is able to perform close to an ideal situation, where end-to-end latency does not vary almost at all. ese results re ect the parallelism achieved by the app.
Finally, we evaluated the app to stress the system, where there is only one participant who responds positively and a varied number of queriers. Figure 5 (e) shows the average latency for the queriers. In this experiment, each participant is a member of all the groups initiated by the queriers. e results for the "No Group Reuse" case show a signi cant increase in latency for each addition of a querier because a new group is created for each new query. To optimize on situations like this, when multiple users initiate the creation of di erent groups described by the same properties (e.g., location, time), Moitree can verify if a group with the same properties already exists and simply return a reference to this group. us, the overhead associated with group creation and management is 
Related Work
Social Matching [17] has been studied for a long time. e authors in [13] explored a theoretical framework of social, personal, and relational context for social matching by using interview studies. e work in [14] studied the essence of being familiar among strangers. SocialNet [16] tried to nd people with common interests using social networks and co-location information collected by RF-based mobile devices. Serendipidy [10] used Bluetooth to nd people in the proximity and then employed a pro le database to suggest face-to-face interactions. Although these works identi ed common location as one potential matching criteria, they are mainly reliant on complex text-based pro le matching. Similarly, popular online matching platforms [1, 5, 6 ] are also dependent on user-provided pro les and answers to questionnaires. In comparison, FaceDate uses an automated face matching algorithm to nd matches, under the assumption that appearance is generally the essential characteristic that makes people connect at the beginning of a relationship. Nevertheless, FaceDate could work in conjunction with pro lebased matching. Tinder [7] is another dating application, where the user can see the faces of all the nearby persons that match the lters set by the user. However, the results are not ltered on any facial characteristics. e user needs to manually select or discard images by browsing through all of them. In addition to being potentially tedious, this process does not guarantee that two people are mutually interested in each other. Furthermore, disclosing people's photos when they are not interested in each other could be viewed as a privacy-sensitive issue. FaceDate, on the other hand, provides only mutual matches to users; in this way, it simpli es user interaction and improves user privacy.
Similar to FaceDate, the work in [15] uses cloud and cloudlets to complete face recognition tasks faster. However, this solution works in an one-to-one scenario (mobile to cloud), without any collaborative computation. Photos taken by the mobile devices are pre-processed and sent to a centralized photo database for matching. In comparison, FaceDate works in a distributed manner, and the face recognition tasks can run on mobiles or be o oaded to the cloud depending on the user's privacy preferences.
Conclusion
is paper presented FaceDate, a mobile distributed app for locationbased, real-time matching of people based on looks. FaceDate uses the Moitree middleware, which provides cloud support for the creation and maintenance of dynamic groups as well as abstract communication channels among mobile devices. e experimental results obtained using our Android-based prototype demonstrate end-to-end latency in the order of seconds and reasonable scalability.
erefore, FaceDate is practical in real-life scenarios. e app can be further improved through a hybrid search based on photos and pro le text.
